Happy New Year!

We hope that you had a restful and healthy holiday.

We're looking forward to a full 2021 and we hope that you will join us for the ride!

Bicycle Film Festival

We are really excited to announce that SABA and Bike Davis will be hosting the Bicycle Film Festival! WOOHOO!

The Festival will be virtual and a ticket allows you to watch the set of films anytime from February 5–14, 2021.

Tickets will go on sale next week, so mark your calendars and join us for one of the best film festivals around! Questions? Get in touch.

Calling all Elk Grove Walk and Rollers!

Elk Grove is working on its Bicycle Pedestrian and Trails Master Plan and they need your input! Learn about proposed recommendations to make it easier to walk, bike and use trails in Elk Grove!

Zoom in on January 19th, from 4:00–5:00PM.

Please register in advance and register HERE!
Didja get a new bike for Christmas?

If so, lucky you! Take a few minutes to keep it safe so that you can enjoy many miles of smiles.

Register it with the City. If it ever does get stolen, registering it with the City of Sacramento makes it easier for the authorities to find it and return it to you. It doesn't take long and it's a useful "insurance policy."

Also invest in a good strong lock. Go to your local bike shop and buy the best lock you can afford. If you need some pointers, check this out.

We couldn't keep the wheels spinning without our fantastic volunteers. Many thanks to:

César Aguirre + Allan Alessio + Jim Allison + Angela Asch + Carol Bingham + Ronald Byrd + Drew Carlson + Lauren Celello + Lamaia Coleman + Bill Dean + Isaac Gonzalez + Gregorio Gutierrez + Stephen C Hayhurst + Arlete Hodel + Julia Hooten + Steve Jost + Julie Kanoff + Dennis King + Asha Kreiling + Steve Leach + Bill Liddy + Tinn Lee + Beth Lozano + Angela Murray + Cindy Nalepa + Alix Ogilvie + John Oldham + Jonathan Penalosa + Andrea Rosen + Howard Spivak + Morgan Staines + Brian Steacy + Sue Teranishi + Peter Tucker + Shelley Yuan + Michelle Williams + Gary Wilson

Want to join our posse of outstanding volunteers? Be in touch!

What's on our Bookshelf

Paris by Bike, Pamela Druckerman, NYT.

Georgia Senate Wins Put Major Transportation Reform Within Reach, Kea Wilson, Streetsblog.

Goodbye to 2020, a Truly Unimaginable Year for Sustainable Transportation, Kea Wilson, Streetblog.
SABA's Gear'd UP is proudly sponsored by Washington Commons and Capitol Yards in West Sacramento. Find out how your organization or business can reach our 10,000 readers. Join us!

Like what we’re doing? Become a SABA monthly donor. Whether you commute by bike or just ride for the fun of it, your support will underwrite our efforts to make the Sacramento region a safer place for everyone to ride!

Sacramento Area Bicycle Advocates is a 501c3 nonprofit organization (ID# 37–1474544).
Your donation is tax-deductible to the full extent of the law.